Annual Report
July 2020 through June 2021

We acknowledge the Kabi Kabi people and pay our respects to the traditional
owners of this land – past, present and emerging – and their rich history.
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Our adventure continues… with resilient enthusiasm and commitment to our natural
environment. ProEco strives to educate, enlighten, and enhance skills of people
keen to protect our Earth – by working together – we can make a difference.
Sadly, the impact of Covid caused local lock-downs, closed borders, and limited
international travelers – PROECO operated in a limited capacity this past financial
year. Part of protecting the environment is keeping ourselves well and capable... We
suspended our group gatherings, welcomed only vaccinated visitors, and keenly
prepared for a brighter future – hopefully 2022 will be our best yet!

In spite of challenging conditions, I am proud to highlight:

We welcomed over 60 volunteers who assisted with our projects. Many more
Australians than last year as far fewer international travelers are visiting.

Our native revegetation efforts saw an additional 200 native trees and many
smaller species planted to help rebuild the native flora, offer protection from our
increasingly harsh sun, reduce erosion, and create shelter for native fauna.
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We more than doubled our low-impact bush trails through the dry rainforest area
to allow better access to visitors. Weed management efforts to reduce nuisance
plant species targeted namely: Lantana camara “Lantana” and Macroptilium
atropurpureum “Siratro” to enhance our cherished sanctuary at YUNDA Stead.

Living “with” a forest includes managing its trees – with the help of our neighbor
Atticus of Arboreal, we were able to safely remove damaged and threatening
branches highly overhanging our Forest Lodge and other frequented areas.
Safety is a priority in any project (especially tree work) -- explaining, showing,
then practicing are important processes for apprentices to build new skills.
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Even with a La Niña year with higher than average rainfall, Water Management
remains a high priority – resulting in two of our now four dams greatly expanded
and enhanced. These allow gravity distribution of water for irrigation, fire
protection, and habitat restoration. These dams have natural terraces with local
reclaimed stone from their excavation and are surrounded by newly planted,
locally native, Morton Bay Figs to reduce sun exposure and evaporation.
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We further expanded our swales (irrigation channels) for maximum water
infiltration and Hügelkulturs (carbon locking/self-composting trenches filled with
salvaged dead timber for water absorption) while creating a superb growing
environment. These are ideal at capturing and retaining rainwater for our edible
orchards and gardens which provide an abundance of locally grown wholesome
produce. Both our outdoor Syntropic and protected Greenhouse gardens have
been expanded and enhanced. We aim to grow 75% of what is eaten on-site.
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Our usual workshops on resourceful building have shifted into smaller salvage
operations of materials which will be used for future construction. This year we
have amassed timber windows/doors, flagstone, fire bricks, pavers, and flooring
for projects planned soon (including our educational centre). This will allow
visitors insights on how to create low-impact and affordable structures and/or
housing for those (like us) focused on doing more with less.

We also planned further infrastructure, conducting aerial surveys, and enhancing our
retention of rainwater through run-off buffering and retention. Our orchards were
expanded to provide an abundance of food for ourselves and the many creatures.
With the increased rainfall, many plant specifies that had been dormant awoke and
thrived – trees, shrubs, and grasses have grown wildly. Both the wildlife and
ourselves benefited from a stellar crop especially Lillypilly bush tucker, Mangos,
Guava, Banana, our plentiful gardens, and the many contented bees and birds! Our
Land for Wildlife partnership has resulted in 100 Allocasuarina verticillate “She-oak”
native trees planted for endangered Glossy Black Cockatoo habitat to diversify and
enhance corridors and enhance food resilience particularly for threatened wildlife.
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While visitor numbers diminished due to Covid-19 -- we continued efforts
expanding our environmental education, learning, and exchange activities.
Though most prefer in-person visits (when not possible or if preferred) -- our
online portal and apps with inbuilt Learning Management Systems, Member
Forum, and Resource links to printed, audio, video and member/supporter
content. Though our progress has been impeded, we continue to create content,
publish, and prepare for full public release. Sign up at our website for updates.
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ProEco’s partnership with YUNDA Stead helps us minimize program costs. Their
generous support has provided our operational premises, learning opportunities, and
tools to achieve our mission. We have ambitious plans for a brighter future and
encourage YOU to take part… working together – we can make a difference!
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From a financial perspective, I report the following highlights:
-

-

All Board and management services are provided in a purely volunteer
fashion – with no expenses incurred for management functions.
Through partnerships and sponsorships – the majority of our program
expenses have been provided pro-bono or in kind. These include: use of
excavation and agriculture equipment through generous sponsorship through
YUNDA Stead, administrative/training facilities and volunteer/visitor amenities,
and the majority of our start-up expenses (again donated by Brett Watkins).
We maintain appropriate charity registration with an aim to secure Deductible
Gift Recipients (DGR) status with the ATO this coming financial year.
We maintain suitable insurance for our volunteers, our resident helpers,
visitors and our overall operations.
We maintain adequate cash reserves and aggressively manage cashflow to
cover all known and potential operational expenses.

Our Balance Sheet for FY2020-21:
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Profit and Loss Summary for FY 2020-21:

Notes:
-

“Equipment Sponsorship” which was wholly allocated towards “Equipment
Rental” (for tractor and equipment) thanks to YUNDA for it’s support
“Events Catering” includes our Volunteer, Internships, and Visitor programs
and activities expenses
We are pleased to have ended the year with Net Earnings (Profit) during our
second year of operating – especially during this challenging operating period.

PROECO could not function without our volunteers and donors.
We remain grateful for their support!
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ProEco strives to minimise environmental impact – focusing on preservation and
rehabilitation of our natural environment. We endeavor to educate, inform and
enlighten our members, volunteers, and the general public through engaging short
courses both on-site and online. We look forward to working with you for an even
brighter future!

We appreciate your participation (or your interest) in our activities…
Working together – we CAN make a difference!

All the best!

Brett Watkins
Brett Watkins, Public Officer
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